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Overview
GETEC is an engineering service provider in the field of vehicle and drivetrain which focus on drivetrain
product development、vehicle engineering service、smart mobility、drivetrain & vehicle testing. We can

Businessscope
Drivetrain Product Development

provide professional and customization engineering and testing service for our customers.
Vehicle Engineering Service
The headquarter of GETEC is located in the industrial park Email Mayrisch in Aldenhoven, Germany.
Servingthe Germany and Europe markets, and we also have R&D and testing centers in China, which are
well-suited to China, Japan, Korea, India and other Asian markets, providing customers with the most suitable

Smart Mobility

solutions. At present, we have over 150 colleagues working around the world. Using our expertise to provide
customers with the best technical solutions at the automotive powertrain and vehicle level. GETEC has an
experienced team that can provide a variety of vehicle customization services to customers around the world.
GETEC has also been continuously upgraded in the field of new energy, with experience in the development

Drivetrain & Vehicle Testing

of high-speed electric drive systems, with high-speed test and verification gantry, battery simulator and
ultra-low temperature environmental chamber It can provide services for the development and testing of new
energy vehicles.

Location
The headquarters of the industrial park in Aldenhoven, Germany, works closely with the world's top
universities to provide advanced knowledge and skills to Europe. In Suzhou, China, GETEC has a research
and development center and testing center that can easily serve Asian customers. At the same time, in
Nagoya, Japan and Seoul, South Korea, GETEC has its own sales office, which can better realize the
globalization of GETEC.

Verification facility
Testing center in China and Germany to achieve the verification and multi-faceted bench testing services
during the research and development, such as performance testing, durability testing, functional testing, etc...
GETEC is not only satisfied with traditional drivetrain testing, but also provides customized testing services for
new energy and vehicle testing.

